Abstract Significant surface waves were recorded in the western coastal plain (WCP) of Taiwan during the 1999 Chi-Chi, Taiwan, earthquake and its series of aftershocks. We study in detail the surface waves produced by one aftershock (20 September 1999, 18hr 03m 41.16sec, M 6.2) in this paper. We take the ChelungpuChukou fault to be the eastern edge of the WCP because it marks a distinct lateral contrast in seismic wave velocities in the upper few kilometers of the surface. For many records from stations within the WCP, body waves and surface waves separate well in both the time domain and the period domain. Long-period (e.g., Ͼ2 sec) ground motions in the plain are dominated by surface waves. Significant prograde Rayleigh wave particle motions were observed in the WCP. The observed peak ground velocities are about 3-5 times larger than standard predictions in the central and western part of the plain. Observed response spectra at 3 sec, 4 sec, and 5 sec at the center of the plain can be 15 times larger than standard predictions and 10 times larger than the predictions of Joyner (2000) based on surface wave data from the Los Angeles basin. The strong surface waves were probably generated at the boundary of the WCP and then propagated toward the west, largely along radial directions relative to the epicenter. The geometry of the boundary may have had a slight effect on propagation directions of surface waves. Group velocities of fundamental mode Rayleigh and Love waves are estimated using the multiple filter analysis (MFA) technique and are refined with phase matched filtering (PMF). Group velocities of fundamental mode surface waves range from about 0.7 km/sec to 1.5 km/sec for the phases at periods from 3 sec to 10 sec. One important observation from this study is that the strongest surface waves were recorded in the center of the plain. The specific location of the strongest motions depends largely on the period of surface waves rather than on specific site conditions or plain structures. Accordingly, we conjecture that surface waves could be generated in a wide area close to boundaries of low-velocity sedimentary wave guides. In the case studied in this article the area can be as wide as 30 km (from the Chelungpu fault to the center of the plain). Surface waves converted by P and S waves at different locations would overlap each other and add constructively along their propagation paths. As a result, the surface waves would get stronger and stronger. Beyond a certain distance to the boundary, no more surface waves would be generated. Consequently, no more local surface waves would be superimposed into the invasive surface waves, and the surface waves would tend to decay in amplitude with distance.
Introduction
It is widely recognized that surface waves (including Love waves and Rayleigh waves) make an important contribution to long-period, strong ground motions from earthquakes. In particular, the motions in sedimentary wave guides can be dominated by the surface waves locally generated by the conversion of body waves at the margins of the wave guides (Boore et al., 1971; Liu and Heaton, 1984; Vidale and Helmberger, 1988; Kawase, 1996; Graves et al., 1998; Boore, 1999a; Field and SCES Phase III Working Group, 2000; Joyner, 2000; Frankel et al., 2001; Cornou et al., 2003; Hartzell et al., 2003; Rovelli et al., 2001; Graves and Wald, 2004; Iida and Kawase, 2004) . Field (1996) re- 2) and the other four aftershocks named as 1757, 2146, 2352, and 0014. Source information of these five aftershocks is listed in Table 1 . The small triangles represent 250 strong ground-motion stations, from which records triggered by event 1803 are available from Lee et al. (2001) . Measured V s (30) data are available for 144 stations (dark triangles) among these 250 stations from the PEER NGA database (http:// peer.berkeley.edu/nga). The heavy curve on the left side of the epicenter area is the Chelungpu-Chukou fault, which is regarded as the eastern boundary of the WCP in this study. The gray curves at the left side of the Chelungpu-Chukou fault represent the Changhua and Chiuchunkun faults. The heavy line across the plain from west to east indicates the location of the geologic profile shown in Figure 2 .
ported that amplification factors associated with surface waves as measured by sediment-to-bedrock spectral ratios can reach as high as 18 at some frequencies. Strong ground motions observed in sedimentary wave guides are normally a mixture of body waves (P and S waves) and surface waves. In small, true basins the short travel time of surface waves, complexities of boundary geometry, multiple reverberations between borders, and overlapping of multipathing surface waves along their propagation can result in a very complex surface wave field, which superimposes upon body wave arrivals. Generally, it is difficult to separate body waves and surface waves from strong ground-motion records, particularly from near-source records. Hence it would be difficult to do specific studies on surface waves using strong ground-motion records from small basins. In contrast, a portion of Taiwan is an excellent natural laboratory for studying surface waves, for several reasons: (1) there is a blanket of sediments extending west of an essentially north-south trending boundary between the sediments and basement rocks to the east of the sediments; (2) the region is well instrumented with digital strongmotion recorders of the Taiwan Strong-Motion Instrumentation Program (TSMIP) (Shin and Teng, 2001) , with an average distance between neighboring stations in the plain of about 5 km; and (3) the 1999 Chi-Chi mainshock and its series of aftershocks with a magnitude of about M 6.0 were well recorded on the network of instruments.
The western coastal plain (WCP) of Taiwan is filled with Quaternary sediments about 2 km thick (e.g., Stach, 1958; Hsiao, 1971; Teng, 1990; Satoh et al., 2001; Wen and Chen, 2004) . Buried beneath the sediment is a complex composed primarily of pre-Tertiary igneous and metamorphic rocks (Lu et al., 2002) . There is a sequence of thrust faults under the plain (e.g., Suppe, 1981; Davis et al., 1983) . A major pre-Miocene basement high, the Peikang high, is found beneath the coastal plain. The highest part of the basement high is in the vicinity of Peikang, at a depth of about 1500 m (Tang, 1977 ) (see Fig. 1 for the location of Peikang). At the northwest edge of the plain are the Pakua and other tablelands and the Taichung piggyback basin. Late Quaternary fluvial sediments in this basin reach thicknesses of 3 km (Chang, 1971) . There are several subparallel, north trending thrust faults separated by about 20 km. The westernmost (the Changhua fault) might be taken as the eastern boundary of the WCP, but it penetrates Quaternary sediments near the surface, while the more eastern one (the Chelungpu-Chukou fault, on which the mainshock occurred) forms a more distinct boundary between the lower-velocity materials extending to the west and the bedrock of the mountains to the east. For this reason we take the Chelungpu-Chukou fault as the eastern boundary of the WCP in this study (as do Shin and Teng [2001] ). Figure 2 shows a very simple geologic profile across the WCP. In this study, site conditions are classified according to the average S-wave velocity of the top 30 m of sediments (V s (30) ) in keeping with current National Earthquake Hazard Reduction Program (NEHRP) standards (Building Seismic Safety Council [BSSC], 1995 [BSSC], , 1998 [BSSC], , 2001 Dobry et al., 2000) . Measured shear-wave velocities, based on measurements using the suspension P ‫מ‬ S logging method (see http://geo.ncree.org.tw), are available at the majority of stations in our study area (between 23Њ and 24.5Њ N latitude) that recorded the Chi-Chi mainshock and aftershocks ( Fig. 1) . We use the V s (30) values in the PEER NGA database (http://peer.berkeley.edu/nga). The values include those derived from the suspension log measurements as well as those estimated at stations for which suspension log values are not available presently; the estimated values are based on correlations between local geologic descriptors and V s (30) established from data in Taiwan and California.
In this article we study the surface waves produced by an aftershock that occurred on 20 September 1999 at 1803 UTC with a magnitude of M 6.2, which was named as aftershock 1803 by Lee et al. (2001) . The main reason that we select event 1803 in this study is that it produced stronger surface waves in the plain than other aftershocks. Figure 1 shows the locations of the epicenter and 250 free-field stations from which the records triggered by this event are available (Lee et al., 2001) . Figure 1 also presents locations of Chelungpu-Chukou (heavy dark lines) and ChanghuaChiuchunkun (gray lines) faults and the epicenters of the Chi-Chi mainshock and five aftershocks mentioned in this article. The epicenters, origin times, and main source parameters of these events are listed in Table 1 . Figure 3 illustrates some acceleration and displacement time series (east-west component) observed in the WCP during event 1803. It is clear that ground motions in the plain include obvious late-arriving, long-period motions. The late arrival of these waves, their significant amplitudes, and their long-period characters as well as their elliptical polarization of particle motion (studied in detail later) suggest that they are surface waves. Similar surface waves are also observed during some other aftershocks of the Chi-Chi event, as shown in Figure 4 . The three columns show the acceleration, velocity, and displacement time series (radial directions relative to corresponding epicenters) from these five aftershocks and the mainshock at station CHY025 (marked in Fig. 3 ). Figure 4 indicates that there are significant surface waves in the records from events 1803 and 2352 as well as in records from events 0014 and 2146. The reason why event 1803 produced stronger surface waves than the other four events in the plain may be complex. Compared with other aftershocks, its epicenter is closer to the boundary of the plain (17 km), its hypocenter is shallower (about 8 km), and its fault dip is smaller (only 10Њ). These factors may have produced stronger body waves at the edge of the sedimentary wave guide, which, combined with a shallower incidence angle, may have resulted in more efficient conversion into surface waves.
Because of the ease of development on the coastal plain and the proximity of the plain to the epicentral area of the Chi-Chi earthquake and its aftershocks, the strong surface waves are of great interest to engineering concerns. The main purpose of this study is to document the existence of the surface waves propagating across the plain and to investigate the change of amplitude with the distance from an engineering viewpoint; no attempt is made to do simulations of the waves.
Data
The free-field ground-motion data used in this work are from the Central Weather Bureau of Taiwan Strong-Motion Data Series CD-002 distributed by Lee et al. (2001) . In order to study long-period surface waves, the acceleration data are integrated to displacement traces. In our previous studies (e.g., Boore, 1999b; Boore, 2001a; Wang et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2004) we found that almost all recordings from the Chi-Chi event and its aftershocks were plagued by random baseline offsets, which have a significant effect on the integrated displacement time series. The baseline offsets impact only very long period information, fortunately. An important conclusion from our previous work is that high-and middle-frequency (e.g., Ͼ0.05 Hz) information, of concern to us in this paper, is nearly unaffected by specific baseline corrections. Accordingly, a simple baseline correction scheme is applied to the acceleration data before calculating the displacement time series in this study.
Most records from the TSMIP instruments have a preevent portion that is very important for controlling the baseline (zero line) of the record. The length of the pre-event portion is 20 sec for most TSMIP records. First, the mean of the pre-event portion is removed from the whole record. For those records without the pre-event portion or a pre-event portion less than 10 sec the mean of the whole trace is removed. Then, an acausal, fourth-order Butterworth, low-cut filter with corner frequency of 0.05 Hz is applied to the whole record (acceleration time series). The two processes effectively eliminate the problems caused by the baseline offsets. The displacement time series integrated from the corrected record should be a good representation of the actual ground displacement for surface waves with periods somewhat less than about 15 sec. Unless otherwise stated, "ground motions" hereinafter refer to the displacement time series processed with the above baseline correction scheme.
Separation of Body Waves and Surface Waves:
An Example
Late-arriving surface waves distinguish themselves mostly by their long-period and large-amplitude features in Wang et al. (2004) . The five aftershocks are named according to their origin times. Parameters of the 1999 Chi-Chi mainshock are from Shin and Teng (2001) . The origin time and M L of aftershocks are from Lee et al. (2001) ; other parameters are from Chi and Dreger (2004). accelerograms and displacement diagrams, as shown in Figure 3 . As an example, we show the three-component acceleration time series as well as their corresponding Fourier amplitude spectra observed at station CHY025 in Figure 5a . The original horizontal components (east-west and northsouth, simplified as EW and NS in this article) have been rotated into the radial and transverse components relative to the epicenter. The backazimuth between the epicenter and station CHY025 is 85Њ. The first 20 sec of the each trace is the pre-event portion. The P wave arrives at about 20 sec, and the surface wave arrives at about 30 sec. The late-arriving surface wave overlaps with the body wave for about 2-4 sec (e.g., from 30 to 34 sec). After that the ground motions are dominated by long-period motions. On the basis of these observations, we separate each trace into two segments: body wave (from 20 to 30 sec) and surface wave (from 30 to 70 sec).
In Figure 5b we compare 5% damped pseudovelocity (PSV) response spectra calculated from the body wave segment (20-30 sec), the surface wave segment (30-70 sec), and the whole trace (0-70 sec). Enough zeros have been padded to the beginning and end of the body-wave and surface-wave segments before calculating the PSV to account for the filter transients (e.g., Boore, 2005) . It is clear that the response spectra of the surface waves are much larger than those from the body waves at middle and long periods (e.g., Ͼ1 sec). At the periods around the peak response of the surface wave segment (about 3-4 sec) the PSVs from the surface wave are about 9, 4, and 10 times larger than those from the body wave for the radial, transverse, and vertical components, respectively. The PSV curve of the whole trace can be separated into two segments: a short-period segment (Ͻ0.5 sec) corresponding to the body waves, and a longperiod segment (Ͼ0.5 sec) controlled by the surface waves. It seems that the body and surface waves recorded at this station separate well in both the time and period domains.
Particle motion plots ('hodograms') are a compact way of viewing information about seismic particle motions (e.g., Boore et al., 2004) To see the particle motions produced by the body waves and surface waves, we plot the hodograms from station CHY025 in the plane of Rayleigh wave propagation (Fig. 6) . Figure 6a , b shows the horizontal and vertical acceleration and displacement traces of the Rayleigh waves. Figure 6c , d is the hodograms for the acceleration and displacement, respectively. Subfigures at their right side are the hodograms of body wave motions (0-20 sec, 20-27 sec, and 27-30 sec) and Rayleigh wave motions (30-38 sec, 38-50 sec, and 50-60 sec). These hodograms of the Rayleigh wave generally show a dominant polarization oriented approximately 45Њ to the wave propagation direction.
There is a remarkable jump in both the acceleration and displacement hodograms of the 0-20 sec segment at about 19.6 sec. The sudden jump indicates the arrival of the earliest seismic wave (P wave). The polarization of the acceleration hodogram changes suddenly around 27 sec from the vertical to horizontal directions. Correspondingly, the path of the particle motion changes from anticlockwise (prograde) to clockwise (retrograde). The sudden change of the polarization probably indicates the arrival of the S wave. The particle motion changes back to anticlockwise around 30 sec and changes to clockwise again near 38 sec. The particle motions after 38 sec are a well-developed series of retrograde ellipses, as we anticipate for Rayleigh waves. However, the particle motions from 30 to 38 sec, which are the strongest segment of the acceleration trace, are not retrograde elliptical motions, but prograde elliptical motions. This phenomenon is mainly caused by very slow, shallow velocities underlying the plain. On the basis of a theoretical analysis, Tanimoto and Rivera (2005) concluded that if there exists a thick sedimentary layer with extremely slow seismic velocities, Rayleigh wave particle motion can become prograde near the surface. An observation of the prograde elliptical motion is difficult in practice because particle motion is largely horizontal, and high microseismic noise exits in the same frequency band. Fortunately, significant prograde Rayleigh wave particle motions were recorded in the plain mainly because this earthquake is very close to the sediment plain.
Generation of Surface Waves
Ground-motion studies in California (Liu and Heaton, 1984; Vidale and Helmberger, 1988; Graves et al., 1998;  TCU079   TCU129   TCU076   TCU122   TCU075   CHY024   TCU116   TCU138   TCU065   CHY028   CHY101   CHY025   TCU123   CHY029   TCU141   CHY006   TCU063   TCU082   TCU115   CHY104   TCU106   CHY026   CHY002   TCU061   TCU113   TCU118   TCU112   TCU140   TCU117   CHY094   TCU145 Figure 3 . These records are aligned with Pwave arrivals. Significant late-arriving, long-period surface waves can be observed from traces of events 1803 and 2352; obvious surface waves can also be observed from the traces of events 0014 and 2146. Boore, 1999b; Joyner, 2000; Hartzell et al., 2003) and other regions (Kawase, 1996; Cornou et al., 2003; Rovelli et al., 2003; Iida and Kawase, 2004) as well as many numerical simulations (e.g., Boore et al., 1971; Komatitsch et al., 2004) have concluded that surface waves can be generated from the conversion of body waves at margins of lowvelocity sedimentary wave guides. In this section we will give an example to show that the surface waves can be generated at places very close to the boundary of the sedimentary wave guide. Figure 7 shows the displacement phases with different periods of horizontal Rayleigh waves (EW component) observed at stations TCU129, TCU076, TCU122, and CHY026. Specific locations of these stations are marked in Figure 3 . Station TCU129 is located very close to the boundary of the plain (horizontal distance to the boundary R B is about 1.5 km); station TCU076 is a little bit farther (R B ‫ס‬ 2.5 km); and station TCU122 is located about 9 km away from the fault (R B ‫ס‬ 9 km). Station CHY026 is located at the center of the coastal plain, about 30 km away from the Chelungpu-Chukou fault (R B ‫ס‬ 30 km). We select these stations because they are in a small range of latitude relative to the epicenter so that their EW components are approximately in the radial direction of the surface wave propagation. Therefore the long-period motions (e.g., Ͼ2 sec) of the EW component would be dominated by Rayleigh waves. The displacement time series (EW component) from these stations are shown in Figure 7a . We extract phases at periods of 3 sec, 5 sec, and 7 sec from these displacement traces using the multiple filter analysis (MFA) techniques (Dziewonski et al., 1969) . In Figure 7b the peaks of envelopes of different phases arrive at the same time, which implies that there is no phase dispersion in the record of TCU129. In Figure 7c the peak of the 3-sec envelope is about 2 sec later than that of the 5-sec envelope, which suggests that there is a slight phase dispersion in the record of TCU076. The change of phase dispersion with frequency is also called "envelope delay" (e.g., Boore, 2003) . It is clear that there are significant envelope delays in the Rayleigh waves of TCU122 ( Fig. 7d ) and CHY026 (Fig. 7e) . It appears that the envelope delays increase with the distance to the plain boundary (R B ). Furthermore, it seems that the amplitudes of phases also increase with the increment of R B . The amplitudes of these phases at periods of 3 sec, 5 sec, and 7 sec of CHY026 (R B ‫ס‬ 30 km) are about 1.5 times those from TCU122 (R B ‫ס‬ 9 km), which in turn are about The gray circle refers to the start of particle motion, and the dark circle refers to the end of particle motion.
1.5 times those from TCU076 (R B ‫ס‬ 2.5 km) and TCU129 (R B ‫ס‬ 1.5 km). These observed phase dispersions suggest that the surface waves originate even before station TCU076 (R B ‫ס‬ 2.5 km).
There are two possibilities why there is no phase dispersion in the record of TCU129 (R B ‫ס‬ 1.5 km). One is that there are no surface waves in the record at all (only body waves), and thus there is no phase dispersion. The other possibility is that there are surface waves in the record, but phase dispersion is difficult to discern because the travel distance is too short. To investigate this, we compare the ground motions inside and outside the plain. Figure 8a illustrates the vertical displacement traces of stations TCU129, TCU076, and TCU079. Station TCU079 is located outside of the plain (see Fig. 3 ). It is clear that there are significant late-arriving, long-period motions in the records of TCU129 and TCU076 that are not in the record of TCU079. Figure 8b illustrates the normalized Fourier amplitude spectra of these records. The spectra of these records are roughly comparable in the high-frequency range from 0.5 to 2 Hz. However, the spectra of TCU129 and TCU076 are much larger than those of TCU079 in the low-frequency range from 0.15 to 0.3 Hz. It is certain that there are longperiod surface waves in the record of TCU129 (R B ‫ס‬ 1.5 km). That means surface waves can be produced even before station TCU129. On the basis of the preceding analyses, we can conclude that surface waves could be generated in the region very close to the boundary (e.g., R B Ͻ 1.5 km) of the plain. Frequency spectra illustrated in Figure 8b also imply that surface waves are significant only at lower frequencies (e.g., 0.15-0.3 Hz or 3-7 sec). Figure 7f shows the Rayleigh wave phase at 2 sec extracted from the record of CHY026 (Fig. 7a) . It is clear that the wave is composed of coupled wave trains, which were generated at different places by P and SV conversions. The wave trains are not as clear in these longer-period phases as in the 2-sec trace because the longer-period phases propagate much faster so that the distances between different wave trains are smaller and harder to be seen. The surface waves generated at different places could overlap each other along their propagation. We think that the superposition of multipathing wave trains is the main reason why the amplitudes of the surface waves increase with the increment of R B . We will discuss this later based on more observations (see section Amplitude and Attenuation of Surface Waves).
Direction of Surface Wave Propagation
One of the key characteristics of Rayleigh waves is elliptical polarization in the wave propagation plane, as shown in Figure 6d . A method of calculating the backazimuth (measured clockwise from north) of the Rayleigh waves has been developed by Chael (1997) , Selby (2001) , and Baker and Stevens (2004) . Its basic idea is to find an azimuth for which the vertical and Hilbert-transformed radial component particle motions form a straight line. We use this method to calculate the backazimuth of the Rayleigh wave propagation in this article. The first step is to rotate the two horizontal components into assumed radial and transverse directions, with a trial backazimuth range from 0Њ to 360Њ. Then, the radial component is Hilbert transformed. The Hilbert transformation has the effect of shifting the horizontal waveform by 90Њ, which converts the elliptical polarization of the Rayleigh wave into linear motions. The next step is to calculate the cross correlation between the vertical and Hilbert-transformed horizontal traces with the following formula:
represent the vertical and Hilbert-transformed horizontal signals (displacements), respectively. The largest cross correlation corresponds to the best backazimuth of the Rayleigh wave propagation. The backazimuth estimate is controlled by the orientation of the maximum correlation between the horizontal and vertical signals.
One problem is that equation (1) will return nearly constant values in a large band around the best backazimuth, as shown in Figure 9a . For most of the records studied in this article the numerator changes in sync with the second term of the denominator as the algorithm steps through the backazimuth. This makes it difficult to determine an accurate backazimuth. Baker and Stevens (2004) experienced the same problem with noise-free data. To avoid the problem described previously, they used another index: S zr C ‫ס‬ .
zr S zz
We find that equation (2) is a useful index to get the correct backazimuth. However, equation (2) does not represent the cross correlation of the vertical and horizontal Rayleigh waves anymore. The value calculated from equation (2) can be larger than 1.0. In equation (1), C zr equalling zero (or very close to zero) indicates the worst correlation between the vertical and horizontal components. In this case the horizontal component would be Love waves since Love waves are theoretically independent of Rayleigh waves. The backazimuth of horizontal Rayleigh waves would be in the normal direction of Love waves. Accordingly, we can also get the direction of surface wave propagation from the backazimuth corresponding to the zero correlation. Since the numerators of equation (1) and equation (2) are the same, they yield zero correlation at the same backazimuth as shown in Figure 9a . The backazimuth minus 90Њ corresponds to the peak value of equation (2). Accordingly, we can decide the wave propagation direction according to the backazimuth obtained from equation (2). We find that this method does not work well for records close to the boundary of the coastal plain because the phases at different model branches with different polarizations do not separate well within a small propagation distance. However, it works quite well for most of the records about 40 km away from the boundary of the plain. Figure 9 shows the processing of the backazimuth measurement. The location of station TCU118 is marked in Figure 3 . Figure 9a shows curves corresponding to equations (1) and (2). Figure 9b shows vertical and Hilbert-transformed horizontal Rayleigh wave traces as well as the horizontal Rayleigh wave trace. Figure 9c shows original threecomponent (NS, EW, and vertical) bandpass-filtered (3-7 sec) displacement traces. The two horizontal components are a mixture of the Rayleigh and Love waves. To separate the Rayleigh and Love waves, the two horizontal components have been rotated 117Њ (measured clockwise from north), which is the desired backazimuth obtained according to equation (2). Figure 9d shows the radial and transverse components. The vertical and radial traces clearly show a Rayleigh wave. There is an obvious Love wave in the transverse trace. It seems that the horizontal Rayleigh wave is stronger than the Love wave. Since a surface wave trace normally includes different modes and multipathing waves with different polarizations, the calculated backazimuth is an average value; in turn, the wave propagation direction should be regarded as an average of the waves propagating in the dominate direction. Figure  10 plots the directions of Rayleigh wave propagations at 16 stations, determined according to the backazimuths obtained from equation (2). It seems that these surface waves propagate basically along the radial direction relative to the epicenter, which suggests that the boundary geometry had only a slight effect on the propagation direction of the surface waves. According to our plots in Figure 3 , P waves arrive at about 20 sec and surface waves arrive at about 30-35 sec of these records. To eliminate the effects of body waves and higher-mode surface waves, we use the segment from 35 to 70 sec of each record in the calculations. It is difficult to identify exact surface wave arrivals at these stations. Fortunately, we find that the errors in surface wave arrivals have a very slight effect on the final result of equation (2). Frankel et al. (1991) used a small triangular array to study ground motions in the Santa Clara Valley from aftershocks of the Loma Prieta earthquake. They found that backazimuths are quite different than the back azimuths to the earthquake epicenters, implying scattering from different parts of the basin. The result shown in Figure 10 argues against this being the case in the WCP, which can be regarded as an open-sided basin. It is bounded on the east by the Chelungpu-Chukou fault, which extends roughly in a north-south direction. It is open to the west, the slope of the continental shelf, as are the Taiwan Straits. The shallower part of the Taiwan Straits is only about 100 m. The scattering from different parts of the plain would be slight. Multiple reverberations from borders of the plain would also be very slight. Accordingly, the boundary of the plain had only a slight effect on the direction of surface wave propagation in the horizontal plane. Nevertheless, it had a large effect on the propagation of body waves in the vertical plane.
Surface-Wave Dispersion and Group Velocity
In Figure 7 we showed that the Rayleigh waves propagate from the margin (TCU129, R B ‫ס‬ 1.5 km; TCU076, R B ‫ס‬ 2.5 km; and TCU122, R B ‫ס‬ 9 km) to the center of the plain (CHY026, R B ‫ס‬ 30 km). To see the propagation in the whole plain from east to west, we show the Rayleigh wave phases (vertical) at periods from 2 sec to 8 sec at three illustrated stations, CHY024 (R B ‫ס‬ 9 km), CHY002 (R B ‫ס‬ 28 km), and CHY027 (R B ‫ס‬ 42 km), in Figure 11 . The locations of these stations are marked in Figure 3 . The top subfigure illustrates the Rayleigh waves (vertical) from these stations. Note that these traces have been aligned according to absolute UTC times. It is clear that the Rayleigh wave propagates from east to west, crossing stations CHY024, CHY002, and CHY027, respectively. There is a clear trend that the amplitudes of long-period Rayleigh phases (from 3 to 7 sec) observed at station CHY002 (R B ‫ס‬ 28 km) are even larger than those observed at station CHY024 (R B ‫ס‬ 9 km). Later, we will show that the attenuation of surface waves is negative in the eastern part of the plain. The phase dispersion decreases with the increase of the period because long-period phases propagate faster than short-period phases. Using the time corresponding to the envelope delay and the distance between two stations, we can estimate the group velocities of the Rayleigh waves. The estimated group velocities are about 0.7 km/sec, 1.2 km/sec, and 1.4 km/sec for vertical Rayleigh waves at 3 sec, 5 sec, and 7 sec, respectively, which are comparable with the average group velocities calculated in next section (see Fig. 13 ).
Group velocities of fundamental mode Rayleigh and Love waves are estimated using the MFA technique and are refined with Phase Matched Filtering (1) PMF. A Gaussian filter with peak amplitude centered at the desired period is applied to the displacement traces in the frequency domain. The peak of the envelope of the corresponding time domain signal is used to estimate the group travel time. In practice the true period represented in the filtered signal may not correspond to the Gaussian filter's center period. To account for possible bias produced by changing spectral amplitude, an instantaneous period is measured at the time of the en- velope peak. This technique has been used widely in seismology to invert the shear-wave velocity distribution of the Earth's crust (e.g., Goforth and Herrin, 1979; Koch and Stump, 1996; Bonner and Herrin, 1999) . In this study we use the program "do_mft," developed by Herrmann (2002) of Saint Louis University. In the program the default initial location of a surface wave is set as the location of the earthquake epicenter. According to our study, however, the earliest surface waves originated at the boundary of the plain, which is about 17 km away from the epicenter. We modified the program so that the earliest surface waves began at the Chelungpu-Chukou fault in our calculations. Figure 12 presents an example output from the MFT and PMF analyses using the program "do_mft." The input recording is the radial component of CHY026 (see Fig. 7a ). Station CHY026 is located near the center of the coastal plain (R B ‫ס‬ 30 km). Figure 12a illustrates the group velocity dispersion curve of the horizontal Rayleigh waves. The group velocity dispersion curve overlaps with contours of amplitude in the period versus group velocity domain. Figure 12b is the same as Figure 12a , except that the Rayleigh wave trace has been corrected with a phase-matched filter to isolate the fundamental mode before applying the MFT. We find that it is difficult to get fundamental mode group velocities with a high resolution for records obtained at stations close to the Chelungpu-Chukou fault (e.g., R B Ͻ 30 km) because the dispersions of different modes are small. However, the dispersion is much larger for records observed at the western part of the coastal plain. Accordingly, we only select records from 16 stations located on the west side (R B Ͼ 30 km) of the plain (see Fig. 10 ) to estimate average group velocities of the fundamental mode surface wave. Original NS and EW components are rotated into the radial and transverse directions. Figure 13 illustrates average group velocities (U and U ‫ע‬ r) of the fundamental mode Love and Rayleigh waves. The group velocities change roughly from 0.7 km/sec to 1.5 km/sec for periods from 3 sec to 10 sec and are similar to the group velocities observed in the Los Angeles basin by Joyner (2000) . He reported that latearriving surface waves with group velocities around 1 km/ sec dominate the ground motion for periods of 3 sec and longer. It seems that the group velocity of the vertical Rayleigh wave is larger than that of the horizontal Rayleigh wave in general, which in turn is larger than that of the Love wave at periods ranging from 3.5 to 10 sec. It also seems that the group velocities of the vertical Rayleigh wave have larger variations at long periods (e.g., Ͼ7 sec) than the horizontal Rayleigh and Love waves.
The absolute times for each record are very important in calculating the group velocity of surface waves. We use corrected record start times included in the data files released by Lee et al. (2001) . Lee et al. (2001) corrected the initial times based on reliable absolute times from some stations with Global Positioning System (GPS) timing devices and an updated velocity structure of Taiwan. The resolution of the time correction is 1 sec for the accelerographs at epicentral distances less than 50 km and 2 sec for the accelerographs at epicentral distances from 50 to 100 km. The records that we select to calculate the average group velocities are in the range of 30-70 km from the epicenter. Assuming the group velocities of the surface waves are about 1 km/ sec, the surface waves generated at the eastern margin of the plain need about 30 sec to reach the center of the plain and 50 sec to reach the west side of the plain. Accordingly, the error in the record start times would have a very slight effect on the calculated average group velocities shown in Figure 13.
Cumulative Energy
In order to study the proportion of Rayleigh waves and Love waves included in these near-source strong surface waves, we calculate the cumulative energy carried by the Love and Rayleigh waves by the entire ground motions (displacement time series). Wave energy E (J m 3 ) is related to the variance of ground-surface displacement z by where m is volume of the unit particle; q is density of material at surface; g is gravity; and z denotes a time or space average of ground-surface displacements. The cumulative energy E Total of the entire seismogram is calculated from the following equation: Original NS and EW components of these records are bandpass filtered (a low-cut filtering with corner frequency of 0.05 Hz and a high-cut filtering with frequency of 1 Hz) and rotated into radial and transverse components. The low-cut filtering is used to eliminate the effect of baseline offset problem, as we mentioned earlier; the high-cut filtering is used to remove body waves. The radial and transverse components should be dominated by the Rayleigh and Love waves, respectively, since we have noticed that these surface waves generally propagate in the radial direction (see Fig. 10 ). We use the segment from 30 to 70 sec of each record in the calculations. Figure 15 shows the ratios of energy carried by Love and Rayleigh waves to total energy carried by the ground motions. It seems that the proportion of energy carried by the Love or Rayleigh waves is independent of the site condition and the distance. The average values of E Love /E Total E Rayleigh‫מ‬H /E Total and E Rayleigh‫מ‬V /E Total are 42%, 44%, and 14%, respectively. These statistical results are comparable with the results of Cornou et al. (2003) , who studied the basin surface waves in the Grenoble basin (French Alps) observed during a total of 18 (six local, four regional, and eight teleseismic) small and middle earthquakes. They found that the surface wave field is composed of 60% Rayleigh waves and 40% Love waves. If only the energy of horizontal components is considered, this proportion becomes 50% Rayleigh waves and 50% Love waves, on average. Note that and vertical E Rayleigh ) to the total energy (E Total ) carried by the surface waves from the 90 stations (40 C sites, 46 D sites, and 4 E sites) in the plain (see Fig. 14) . The horizontal lines represent the average value and the average plus/minus one standard deviation.
most of the stations that they used are much farther away from the epicenters than are those in this article and also that the amplitudes of surface waves in their study are much smaller than those we used.
Amplitude and Attenuation of Surface Waves
To assess quantitatively the impact of the surface waves on the amplitude of ground shaking, we compare observed peak ground velocities (PGVs) and response spectra with those obtained from standard ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs) currently used in engineering practice. These GMPEs are mostly based on data from body waves. Our previous study (Wang et al., 2004) showed that the ground motions observed outside the plain during event 1803 and the other four aftershocks (see Table 1 ) compare well with the motions from the GMPEs of Abrahamson and Silva (1997) , ), Campbell (1997 , and Sadigh et al. (1997) , which were largely based on data (mostly body waves) from California. In this section we check to see if this is also true for motions recorded in the WCP.
In Figure 3 we showed that the amplitudes of the latearriving surface waves are very significant. We find that most PGVs and peak ground displacements (PGDs) are carried by the surface waves in the coastal plain. PGV and PGD represent middle-and long-period ground motion information. Figure 16 shows the spatial distribution of the horizontal peak ground acceleration (PGA), PGV, and PGD recorded in Taiwan during event 1803. These peak values are from low-cut (0.05 Hz) filtered records. The horizontal peaks are the geometric means of the two horizontal values. It is clear that the sediments have a larger effect on PGD and PGV than on PGA.
For many years, researchers have recognized the importance of high-amplitude, long-period ground-motion values in deep sedimentary basins (e.g., Hanks, 1975; Liu and Heaton, 1984; Boore, 1999b; Field and SCES Phase III Working Group, 2000) . Campbell (1997 Campbell ( , 2000 included a term involving depth to basement rock in his equations for predicting long-period response spectra values. His predictions were updated in 2003 (Campbell and Bozorgnia, 2003) based on more observed data. We compare the PGVs and long-term period response spectra from all stations in the plain (Fig. 14) with the predictions of Campbell (1997 Campbell ( , 2000 Campbell ( , 2003 . Figure 17a illustrates the PGVs observed from these stations versus the predictions of Campbell (1997 Campbell ( , 2000 . The predictions are for generic soil sites. The C-site PGVs are roughly comparable with the predictions. D-and E-site PGVs are systematically larger than C-site PGVs, and they are significantly larger than the predictions. Figure 17b is the same figure for the ). In contrast to the aftershock, the observed PGVs from the mainshock are generally comparable to the predicted values. Although not shown here, we note that the PGAs of the mainshock are considerably smaller than the predictions in general (Boore, 2001b; Wang et al., 2002) . Our interpretation of the comparisons in Figure 17 is that the PGVs of the mainshock are carried mostly by body waves, while the PGVs of the aftershock are carried mostly by surface waves (see Fig. 4 for records from an illustrated station).
In Figure 18 we compare 5% damped pseudoacceleration (PSA) responses at 3 sec and 4 sec observed in the plain with the predictions of Campbell and Bozorgnia (2003) . The predictions are for generic soil sites. Both horizontal and vertical PSAs at C sites are slightly larger than the meanplus-one-standard-deviation predictions in general. The PSAs at D and E sites are systematically larger than those at C sites for both the vertical and horizontal components. Ob- at generic soil sites according to the ground-motion prediction equations of Campbell (1997 Campbell ( , 2000 . These observed PGVs are from all stations in the plain (Fig. 14) . (b) Same figure for the Chi-Chi mainshock. Note that predictions of Campbell (1997 Campbell ( , 2000 are for generic soil sites. Distance to seismogenic rupture (km)
PSA at 4 sec d) Figure 18 . Observed 5% damped PSA response spectra at 3 sec and 4 sec versus the predictions from the equations of Campbell and Bozorgnia (2003) . The predictions are for the motions at firm-soil sites produced by a M w 6.2, thrust-faulting event. The observed PSVs are from all stations in the plain (Fig. 14) . The left column is for the horizontal component, and the right column is for the vertical component. The horizontal PSAs are the geometrical means of the NS and EW values.
served PSAs can be as much as 10 times larger than the predictions at the peak response. Abrahamson and Silva (1997) made a special effort to extract long-period signals from strong-motion recordings; therefore their equations probably contain a greater contribution from surface waves than these equations developed by other researchers (e.g., Sadigh et al., 1997) . In Figure 19 we compare the 5% damped PSV responses at 3 sec, 4 sec, and 5 sec observed in the coastal plain with the predictions from Abrahamson and Silva (1997) . The agreement between observations at class C sites and soil site predictions is somewhat better than it was for the Campbell and Bozorgnia predictions shown in Figure  18 , but this could be simply coincidence. Generic soil sites are probably more similar to NEHRP class D sites than class C sites W. Silva, personal comm., 2005) , and as in Figure 18 , the observed motions on class D sites are significantly above the predicted soil motions. Figure 19 also compares the observed motions with the predictions of Joyner (2000). Joyner's predictions are for strong motions triggered by surface waves. The amplitude of ground motion is modeled by the expression
where y is the PSV spectrum, f(M, R E ) is a ground-motion prediction based on a general strong-motion data set (we used the GMPE of Abrahamson and Silva [1997] ), M is the (2000), based on data from the Los Angeles basin. The light lines show the Abrahamson and Silva (1997) relationship for a M 6.2 event (reverse faulting) at generic soil sites. The gray heavy lines show the 5% damped pseudovelocity response values given by Joyner's (2000) predictions using the Abrahamson and Silva (1997) groud-motion prediction equations. These symbols represent all observed PSVs in the plain (see Fig. 14) . The abscissa represents distance to the fault rupture plane (r rup ) for these observations and predictions of Abrahamson and Silva (1997) , and R E ‫ם‬ R B for predictions of Joyner (2000) . R E is the distance from the epicenter to the Chelungpu-Chukou fault. R B is the distance from the station to the boundary. The EW and NS motions correspond approximately to the perpendicular and parallel components of surface wave propagation in Joyner's (2000) predictions.
moment magnitude, b is a parameter controlling the attenuation with distance within the plain, and c is a measure of coupling between the incident body waves and the surface waves in the plain. R E is the distance from the source to the boundary of the plain, and R B is the distance from the boundary to the recording site. Joyner pointed out that his equation gives median estimates of the motions that may exceed the estimates from attenuation relationships based on the general strong motion data set by a factor of three or more for the same source-site distances. The observed motions in the WCP, however, are much larger than the predictions of Joyner (2000) . In the center of the coastal plain the observations exceed the predictions of Joyner by a factor of 10 for the vertical and perpendicular components (the latter being the direction of motion roughly perpendicular to the boundary of the WCP, for which we use the EW component) and by a factor of 3 for the parallel component of motion (for which we use the NS component). One direct observation from Figures 17a, 18, and 19 is that the long-period ground motions (e.g., Ͼ2 sec) at the D and E sites are systematically stronger than those at the C sites; this is the usual result found in empirical studies of ground motions (e.g., , but as mentioned before, those studies probably included few records for which surface waves controlled the longer-period amplitudes. Thus the amplification of the class D and E sites relative to the class C sites might be due to something in addition to different near-site conditions. The amplifications also seem to be related to the distance from these sites to the boundary of the plain (R B ). As Figure 14 shows, the C sites are preferentially closer to the boundary than the D and E sites, and thus a dependence on distance to the boundary (R B ) would be mapped into an apparent site class dependence. Iida and Kawase (2004) reported that surface waves are found to be much more heavily amplified than S waves in soft deposits. It is possible that these softer D and E sites have a large amplification on the surface waves coming from these harder C sites and that the local site response is less significant than amplifications related to the distance traveled from the edge of the WCP (as discussed later). In Figures  17a, 18 , and 19 we show that the PGV and PSVs from four E-site stations are comparable with those from D-site stations in their vicinity. This implies that effects of different site conditions would not be very large in the plain. These E-site stations are at relatively large distances (R B Ͼ 30 km), and thus the differences in type of distance measure are not so important as they are for the C-site stations (R B Ͻ 15 km). Since nearly all the C-site stations are located in the eastern margin of the plain and all the D-and E-site stations are located at the center and western sides of the plain, as shown in Figure 14 , the differences relative to the distance R B could be masked easily by different site conditions.
The horizontal axes of Figure 19 represent the distance from the station to the rupture plane of the causative fault (r rup ) (we used this measure of horizontal distance because that is what was used in the Abrahamson and Silva [1997] GMPEs). It seems that the largest ground motions were recorded at about 30 km away from the boundary of the plain, not at the east margin of the plain. To better show the attenuation of surface waves within the plain, we plot the observed PGAs, PGVs, and PSVs at 3 sec, 4 sec, and 5 sec versus distance to the boundary (R B ) of the WCP in Figure  20 . The large difference between Figures 19 and 20 is that they use different "distances" in plotting. In Figure 20 we only use data from 40 stations just opposite the epicenter so that the EW and NS components should be dominated by Rayleigh and Love waves, respectively. These stations are located in the quadrangle marked in Figure 14 . There is a very clear trend that the horizontal PSVs at 3 sec, 4 sec, and 5 sec first increase with the distance R B within about 30 km, then gradually decay with the increment of the distance. This is particularly true for the PSVs of the horizontal (EW and NS) components.
To confirm the unusual attenuation further, we plot the spatial distributions of the PSVs (EW component) at periods from 3 to 14 sec for both aftershock 1803 (Fig. 21a ) and aftershock 2352 (Fig. 21b) . In these plots the spectral amplitudes at each station have been normalized by the maximum spectral amplitude for all stations used in the plot; the normalizing spectral amplitude is given in the plot for each period. While bearing in mind the smoothing done in constructing the contours as well as the nonuniform distribution of stations (in particular, the sparse distribution to the east of the Chelungpu fault), it is clear that the strongest responses are in the center of the plain. The locations of the maximum amplitudes shift somewhat with period and with event.
In Figure 20 we can see that the PGA (high-frequency information) decays significantly with the increments of the distance to the boundary, while the PGV (middle-frequency information) decays very slowly. The PSVs (3-5 sec, lowfrequency information) first increase with the increment of R B and then decay very slowly. It seems that the attenuation also depends on the period of motions. To look at the attenuation of ground motions in a large period band (1-10 sec), we plot 5% damped PSVs (EW component) from six stations (three groups: TCU122 and CHY024, R B ‫ס‬ 9 km; CHY026 and CHY002, R B ‫ס‬ 30 km; CHY094 and CHY082, R B ‫ס‬ 40 km) in Figure 22 . The locations of these stations are marked in Figure 3 and are generally along the direction of seismic wave propagation. It is clear that short-and shortmiddle-period PSVs (Ͻ3 sec) decay with the increment of R B and produced mostly by body waves and high-frequency surface waves. This is consistent with our present attenuation equations. However, the distance dependence of long-period (Ն3 sec) PSVs is much more complex. The nearest stations TCU122 and CHY024 recorded the smallest PSVs, whereas the center stations CHY026 and CHY002 recorded the largest PSVs.
Discussion and Conclusions
We have studied strong surface waves that were produced by an earthquake close to the WCP. The late-arriving, Figure 19 is that the distance to the boundary (R B ), rather than the distance to the source rupture (r rup ), is used in its plotting. Furthermore, data from only 40 stations just opposite to the epicenter are used. The locations of these stations are in the quadrangle marked in Figure 14 . To highlight the changes of observed motion with the increment of R B , we draw the gray strips manually. large-amplitude, long-period surface waves carry most of the ground motions at periods longer than 2.0 sec. The observed motions (PGVs, PSVs at 3 sec, 4 sec, and 5 sec) in the coastal plain are much higher than standard predictions based on general strong-motion data sets (mostly body wave data). They are also much larger than the predictions developed by Joyner (2000) based on surface wave data from the Los Angeles basin. The results from this work have potentially important implications for assessing long-period seismic hazards in this region for future earthquakes. Surface waves are dominant motions at periods larger than 2.0 sec. Structures whose periods are long enough to be influenced by these long-period waves are rare in the plain. Thus there are few damage reports relevant to the long-period surface waves in this region. Owing to the rapid economic development in this region, several major communication and transportation systems have been built in recent years, and more large structures will be built in the near future. It is clear that these long-period ground motions carried by surface waves need to be taken into account for structures with periods roughly around 2 sec or larger as well as for structures with short elastic periods that might be exceeded at about 2 sec after the structure is weakened by the first part of strong motions governed by body waves. One interesting observation from this study is that the strongest responses of long-period ground motions are in the center of the plain, about 30 km away from the boundary. The eastern boundary of the plain is very regular, extending in a north-south direction. Other sides of the sediment plain are open. Hence the "focus" effect from boundaries of the sediment plain would be very slight. To our knowledge, there are no unusual shallow (e.g., depth Ͻ 1.5 km) subsurface structures under the center of the plain that will affect the propagation of the surface waves, although there are several such structures away from the central part of the WCP. These include the Taichung piggyback basin, about 50 km away from the center of the plain, and the Peikang basement high, about 30 km away from the center (Fig. 1) . The Peikang basement high lies beneath about 1.5 km of surface sediments. The localized basin and region of basement topography should not affect surface wave propagation in the central part of the WCP.
After the Hyogo-ken Nambu earthquake of 17 January 1985, researchers from different institutions unanimously found that heavily damaged buildings and collapsed residential houses were concentrated in a narrow zone (called the "damage belt") oriented WSW-ENE across the city of Kobe (Kawase, 1996) . The damage belt extends along the strike direction of the Rokko geological fault but lies about 1 km away from the fault. To understand the cause of the damage belt, Kawase (1996) did numerical simulation studies. He concluded that the amplification in the ground motions 1 km away from the basin edge is caused by the coincidental collision of the direct S waves with basin Rayleigh waves generated at the basin edge and radiated horizontally into the basin. It is possible that the interaction between the direct S waves and the surface waves amplify short-or middle-period (e.g., Ͻ1 sec) local ground motions; however, it would have a very slight contribution on long-period ground motions (e.g., Ն2 sec) because long-period S waves are very weak when compared with the same period surface waves. Furthermore, the interference of the S waves and surface waves would mostly happen within a short distance of the boundary. On the basis of studies relative to velocity structure around this region (e.g., Chen et al., 2001; Satoh et al., 2001) , we can assume that the travel distance of the direct S waves in the WCP (from the bottom to surface, the depth of the plain is about 2 km) is about 3 km and the average travel velocity (S-wave velocities of sediments) in the plain is 1.5 km/sec. Accordingly, the average duration that the direct S waves travel in the plain is about 2 sec (from bottom to surface). The average surface wave group velocity is about 1 km/sec (see Fig. 13 ). Assuming that the direct S waves and the body waves that would be converted into surface waves at the margin of the plain enter into the plain at same time, the place that the direct S waves and surface waves could interact with each other would be within about 2 km to the boundary. This assumption is reasonable for a small or middle event (e.g., M Ͻ 6.5) since the duration of earthquake radiation is very short. Accordingly, we believe that the interaction of the direct S waves and surface waves is not the reason for the localization of the strongest motions in the center of the coastal plain, which is about 30 km away from the boundary.
One observation from the spatial distribution of PSVs shown in Figure 21 gives us a clue to explaining the unusual attenuation of the surface waves. In Figure 21a the "cores" (focus pattern of the largest PSVs) of PSV maps for the dif-ferent periods are not in the same place in the plain. It seems that the location of the "core" depends on the speed of the wave propagation (long-period surface waves travel faster than short-period surface waves). If the strongest ground motions were caused by the amplification of specific surface sediments or subsurface structures or by the focus of basin structures, they would be at same place. We conjecture that multipathing surface waves (generated in the boundary area) overlap each other along their propagation paths and add constructively. As a result, the ground motions get stronger and stronger. Beyond a certain distance to the boundary, no new surface waves were generated. In turn, the ground motions tend to decay along their propagation paths. Since the long-period surface waves travel faster than the short-period surface waves, they would overlap each other in a larger distance range. The mechanism of the conversion from body waves to surface waves at edges of sedimentary wave guides is not well understood. A common agreement is that this conversion would happen at "margins" of basins or plains. However, there are no clear results about how wide the margin needs to be. On the basis of the work of this study, we think that the width of the margin could be very considerable. For the case studied in this article the margin could be as wide as 30 km.
